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Editors’ Note

We are, at last, emerging from an era of uncertainty and cultural dry 

dock into a world where many things again seem possible. During the 

past two years, the written word has helped sustain us, has helped 

make our world seem a little more certain. We’ve needed that. We need 

that still.

As Suzy Harris shares with us:

I hear rocks murmuring to each other, 

reminiscing about the old days

when they were once part of something bigger. 

We all long to feel that. To feel, once more, part of something bigger.

After months of dedicated work and collaboration, our student and 

faculty editors have created this collection of poetry and prose for 

you, our reader, to hold in your hands—to feel certainty, connection, 

that you are part of something bigger. Again. Welcome to the 2022 

Clackamas Literary Review.
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Helios Ave

Emma Charlton

morning makes the world look blue

and by the world, i do mean everything. 

even the orange-tinted porch railing that peeks into my view;

i could see it as the sky.

thin paper birch tilt with the weight of last night’s snow (not much),

the layer of snow as thick as the trunk itself.

the strong trees, the ones i grew up with, 

they stand tall under the accumulated weight. encouraging.

spruce take a blue-black over their forest green.

branches of needles, comforters, dusted in fresh snow. 

i can just see the sky through the trees, a true baby blue at 8:47

a new beginning.
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Advice for Those Starting Out

Robert K. Omura

If you come to the mountains for peace,

be quiet! They do not need to hear your troubles,

leave those in the trunk under the spare. 

Hydrate well, wear a hat, move humbly;

breathe as if your life depends on it—it does.

Start early, but not before coffee, the day is long.

You can pee in the bush. Prepare for the weather, 

watch for wildlife, take photos of everything. 

Avoid crowds. If a lot has more than three cars,

go elsewhere. This is not a parade.

Make love beside a kicking stream, 

lay your head in a lap of crocus, red paintbrush;

close your eyes, rest awhile, the sun loves you.

The hawk and crow watch, tilt with the wind;

they will always remember you. Remember them, too.
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Follow the winding trail of those who came before,

they are true, but strike a path of your own, sometimes.

Avoid the scat, sing loudly, tie your laces tight;

on the summit, leave nothing behind but respect,

take nothing away but awe; wrap it in a psalm.
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How Sound Travels

Jeffrey N. Johnson 

We consider the sounds of nature to be a constant,

though incremental change by year says otherwise.

On final inspection of my family estate

the bobwhite no longer clears its throat,

the silted brook has moved underground,

and the once creaking pines lay rotting on their sides,

cross-checked and entangled by competing winds

where deer gather on beds of needles to pass time in silence.

By twilight the whippoorwill have joined

their bobwhite brethren in some diminished habitat.

The trees I once climbed, the red delicious and sugar maple,

now fertilize fields of weed-choked saplings,

their cambium cells now soil for others to stand on.

Where the garden once bloomed, squirrels have multiplied,

katydids bow their legs, and morning doves cry with greater resolve.

Like so many people I know, the land had changed,

the forest transformed, but it was still a forest.

It simply shed itself like we shed our skin or change careers.

I shed no tears. I’ve moved on from what was lost,

and what lives on is life of another kind.
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The walk away from my origin came easier than I thought,

though the sound I remember, my sound,

still echos with each weary step.
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Greyhound Cowboy

Ken Post

The snowstorm hit with such ferocity the interstate between Bozeman 

and Billings lay obliterated in heaving sheets of snow. The Greyhound 

passed a tipped over semi, cars angled in ditches, and pickup trucks 

360-ed into the drifts. Reaching Billings at 10:00 p.m., the bus rolled 

into a white-washed ghost town.

In the Greyhound terminal, Kurt watched the driver cut the en-

gine. The driver, thick in the chest with a crew cut, stood at the front 

of the bus. “Listen up, everyone.” He folded his arms over his chest. 

“Roads are all shut down, nothing’s open, and our scheduled depar-

ture in one hour isn’t happening.” Pausing to look at his sore-backed, 

weary passengers, the driver said, “You can sleep on the bus but there’s 

no heat or you can stay in the terminal where it’s warm. Your choice. 

One more thing: you can grab your luggage now if you want. We’ll 

reload when the roads clear.”

The bus door hissed open and Kurt and eight other passengers 

staggered into the dim confines of the loading area. The driver opened 

the bus’s cargo bay. Passengers milled about while the driver crawled 

to retrieve the luggage that had slid to the back. Out came an Air Force 

duffel bag for the scrawny uniformed kid with zits who said, “Thank 

you, sir.” A young mother with a curly-haired boy around four years 

old waited for the suitcases the driver handed them. A leather saddle 

materialized and Kurt figured it belonged to the lean guy who had 
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been sitting a seat in front of him, on the other side of the aisle. A 

weather-beaten cowboy hat cocked over his head while he snored. 

Kurt’s backpack and a long plastic tube carrying his precious custom-

made fly rods slid over to him. Some people carried a family bible, 

Kurt never went anywhere without the rods, even if he wasn’t planning 

on wetting a line.

Everybody filed into the terminal and the driver followed them. 

He looked at Kurt and the cowboy. “You fellas good for now?”

“I’ll make do.”

“No worries here,” said the cowboy.

“Good. I’m gonna try to get some sleep on the back seat of the 

bus.” He pulled his big Greyhound parka around him and zipped it. 

“If something comes up, you know where to find me.”

“Sure thing,” said Kurt. He dropped his pack and rod case on 

the floor and picked up a rumpled copy of the Billings Gazette some-

body left on a seat. Nothing on the front page caught his eye so he 

walked to the double doors of the terminal entrance. Outside, in the 

muted glow of the streetlights and neon signs, snow piled up in store-

front doorways. Skeins of snow whisked by the wind sparkled in their 

passing. Kurt wasn’t even halfway to his destination of Minneapolis 

to see Laura, his girlfriend and PhD candidate. The trip was a whirl 

of mixed emotions. The last visit vacillated between stony silence over 

Kurt’s comment to her about scientific esoterica and uproarious stoned 

potlucks with her fellow students. Maybe this blizzard was an omen.

“Some storm, huh?” said the cowboy.

Mesmerized by the blowing snow, Kurt hadn’t noticed the cow-

boy standing next to him. “Yeah.” He kept facing the window. “Won-

der when it’ll end.”

“No telling.”
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They turned to look at one another for the first time. Kurt saw 

an older guy, late forties with short, blond hair under his hat, and 

eyes as blue and clear as the pools stacked with trout on the Beaver-

head River. He was creased from a scorching sun and scoured by cruel 

winds.

“I should make a call,” Kurt said.

“Good luck.” The cowboy pointed to the payphone with the 

phone receiver ripped from its cable. 

“I’ll use my cell phone.” Kurt pulled the phone from his pocket 

and then set it back in. There was no use getting Laura upset this late 

at night. He could call in the morning when he knew more about his 

departure.

“Want a piece?” The cowboy handed him a stick of gum in its 

foil wrapper.

“Sure. Thanks,” said Kurt. He folded the Wrigley in half and 

set it in his mouth, the spearmint warming it. “You got on the bus in 

Butte, didn’t you?”

“Yup. Finished up on the Ponder Ranch. Where’d you hop on?

“Dillon. I’m heading to Minneapolis.” Kurt slid his hands into 

his jacket pockets. “My girlfriend is going to have to wait a little lon-

ger—it’s been three months.” For the last two years he’d driven, bused, 

or flown to Minneapolis depending on how much sleep he’d had, 

whether his truck was running, or if his boss would give him more 

than a few days off. Last week’s blown head gasket meant a 1000-mile 

bus trip.

“Ouch,” said the cowboy. “That’s a stretch. My name is Dodge.” 

He put out his hand.

Kurt shook it, the calloused ridges and thick paw as strong as a 

wolf trap. “I’m Kurt.”
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“Pleasure,” said Dodge.

The upcoming long bus ride across the rest of Montana, North 

Dakota and most of Minnesota did not thrill Kurt, nor did the big city 

of Minneapolis. Laura was always busy studying, taking classes, or 

teaching them. Unless Laura was on school break, Kurt always felt as 

if he was a scheduled appointment. He killed the long hours of the day 

on walks spanning miles of the city and suburbs, reading in libraries, 

savoring a cup of coffee at any of the dozens of espresso shops he wan-

dered past. He’d grab a discarded newspaper or magazine and pour 

over it until his refill was empty. 

“Do most cowboys travel by Greyhound now?” Kurt nodded 

toward the saddle on the floor near Dodge’s gear.

Dodge chuckled. “There’s a story behind that.” He stared at 

snow blowing horizontally past the window. 

“I figured as much,” Kurt said. A blanket of snow hit the door 

and Kurt shrunk back from the blast. His mind drifted to Laura’s lithe 

form hunched over her keyboard, tapping keys for her grad school re-

search. He would reach over to massage her shoulders, nuzzle the nape 

of her neck. She would tense and then slump her shoulders, encourag-

ing the fingers teasing the knots. “Now’s not a good time,” she said. 

He’d keep massaging until she reached to touch his hand. “Okay, but 

let’s make it quick. I’ve got a lot of work to do.” Kurt knew her as well 

as the best fishing holes.

“My stomach’s growling,” Dodge said. “Got some food in my 

bags. Like jerky?” He strode over to the seats where his saddle, saddle 

bags, and other gear sat in a heap.

Kurt followed and dragged his pack to where Dodge sat.

“Try this.” Dodge handed several blackened strips of dried beef. 

“Made it myself.”
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Kurt’s jaws worked the tough meat. “This is good. It’s got a kick 

to it.”

“That’s the secret ingredient,” Dodge said. “Red pepper flakes.”

“Your secret’s out.”

“That’s about the only secret I have,” Dodge said. He shoved the 

paper sack of jerky back in his bags. “I’m pretty much an open book.”

Kurt pulled a gallon Ziploc from his pack. “I’ve got trail mix. 

Want some?”

“What’s in it?”

“Nuts, M&M’s, raisins, granola.”

“Sure,” Dodge cupped his hands while Kurt tilted the Ziploc’s 

contents into them. “A real potluck.”

“You were gonna tell me about a cowboy who rides buses.”

“Still want to hear that one, huh?” Dodge stretched out his long 

frame and parked his legs on the saddle like it was an ottoman.

“Sure.”

“I’ll make it short and sweet. I like fast horses, fast cars, and—”

“—Fast women?” Kurt cut in.

“I like the slow ones too.” Dodge winked at him. “I had me a 

souped-up ‘67 Malibu, but I guess you could say I had an unfortunate 

relationship with the highway patrol and their damn radar guns. It 

doesn’t help when you get pulled over after too many Coors. Dee. You. 

Eye. Three of ‘em.” He leaned back, staring at the ceiling, the dull yel-

low of the fluorescent lights cast a shadow on his profile. “This cow-

boy doesn’t have a driver’s license anymore. I saddle up my Greyhound 

now. How about you?” He nudged Kurt’s black plastic rod case with 

his worn boot. “Is this where you keep your magic wand?”

Kurt’s rods felt like magic wands. A whipping graphite switch, 

line whispering through circular guides, fly touching down light as a 
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dust mote, followed by a piscine explosion. Each year since he turned 

ten, his dad had loaded the Subaru and drove them from Sacramento 

to fish Montana’s fabled rivers. Kurt rowed his first drift boat with an 

outfitter’s clients at 18. Twelve years later, the water still cast its spell 

on him like his first kiss. “There’s actually two wands in that case.”

“You some kind of pro?”

“I do it for a living, if that’s what you mean.” The pay wasn’t 

great, but the tips were outstanding. His mental data bank of insect 

hatches, water temperatures, and each hole in southwest Montana riv-

ers, enabled Kurt to coax a fish from a quiet pool under an overhang-

ing bank bristling with willow, or a swift bend like a silver slipstream. 

“You’re lucky,” said Dodge. “It’s getting harder to find work. 

Each spring when the snow finally melts, sleazy realtors pound “for 

sale” signs at the ranches. I worked cattle on the Sparks ranch two 

years ago and now it’s subdivided, cut up like one of those fancy cakes 

in a Bozeman bakery.”

“I guess so,” said Kurt. He’d built a reputation, fish by fish, cli-

ent by client. Dudes with tech or hedge fund cash from the Bay area, 

Seattle, New York, or wherever it is people make so much money 

they don’t know what to do with it. More than a few fell in love with 

the place and were the same folks buying the subdivided land—or 

the whole ranch. The hills were dotted with monumental log trophy 

homes sporting 40-foot river rock chimneys. Kurt’s dance card filled 

with “repeat” clients, and some brought their daughters along. 

Laura was one of them. Tied to a willow, the boat shimmied in an 

eddy while Kurt and Laura cast from a gravel bar. Rainbow trout with 

their black spots and dash of pink iridescence dotted the surface, feed-

ing on stoneflies. Laura plopped a fly right on a big one that shot up-
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stream with it. Kurt was at her side, coaching, praying she landed it. 

Laura hopped on the bank, flushed with excitement while Kurt waded 

into the river, netted it, and plucked the fly from the trout’s mouth. 

“Want a picture with this baby?” Kurt asked.

“Definitely!”

“Kneel in the water and take the fish out for a second.” He 

pointed the camera at her, focusing on the blonde hair spilling over 

her shoulders. “Got it. Now hold the fish in the water until it swims 

away.” The rainbow’s gills fluttered, and it eased out of Laura’s hands, 

disappearing with the current.

“That was amazing,” Laura said. She gave Kurt a hug, and he 

dropped his rod on the gravel.

In the evening, after Laura’s father had headed to their cabin, 

Kurt drove Laura in his rattling F150 to the Blue Moon, and they spun 

around the dance floor after two shots of Cuervo.

“Let’s have another round. I’m buying,” Laura said.

“I’m going to pass, “Kurt said. To utter those words tested the 

limits of his self-restraint. Laura stood in front of him in tight jeans, 

and maroon and gold University of Minnesota t-shirt. She did not look 

like a woman who heard that before. “I’ve got an early morning trip 

with two guys from Portland. Raincheck?”

Kurt walked back to the bunkhouse after dropping her off and 

rubbed the spot where she had planted a kiss on his cheek. He didn’t 

know who was doing the catch and release.

“I’d like to catch one of those realtors in the act of posting a “for sale” 

sign.” Dodge made a fist and held it in front of him like a club. “I’d 

give ‘em a good shake. Half of them grew up in the valleys they are 

selling off faster than tickets at the county fair kissing booth. More 
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like selling their souls.” He took his hat off, scratched his head, and 

put it back on. “I’ve followed those damn survey lines, touched the 

wooden stakes with orange flagging, and been half-tempted to rip ‘em 

out of the ground. I’m sick of it—I have to scratch for a ranch hitch 

these days.”

“Sorry to hear that. I really am.” Kurt saw Dodge’s way of 

life washing downstream while river bottoms, meadows, and barren 

slopes filled with homes, trailers, and lodges right up the ridges. He 

ran his zipper up and down on his pile jacket. “I work so much it’s 

hard to find time of my own. The season used to be May through Oc-

tober,” Kurt said. “Now it’s just about year-round. We have insulated 

waders, toe and hand heaters, you name it,” Kurt shifted in his chair. 

“I have to fight for time off.” He and Laura had many “discussions” 

about his lifestyle; she couldn’t understand why he had to work such 

long hours. “You care more about your clients or fishing buddies or 

whatever they are, than me,” Laura said. There was no denying he 

wanted to share his love of fishing with them, to see their wide grins 

cradling a rainbow before sliding it into the river. “What about you?” 

Kurt fired back. “You spend more time in the lab than some of those 

rats in their cages.” It hadn’t started out that way, but now they were 

like two rams butting heads.

“Count your blessings about work.” Dodge settled against the 

seatback, putting his arms up on it, and looked at Kurt. “I don’t be-

grudge anyone a living but this is hard to take. The dudes you take out 

are spoiling a good thing.”

Dodge’s words contained a nugget of hard truth. Kurt wasn’t 

blind to the changes and didn’t like everything he saw either: spiral-

ing real estate prices, commandeered fishing holes, elbow to elbow at 

the bars. First and foremost, he was a fisherman—for his own sake. It 
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defined him. Kurt fished alone long and hard in his off hours, hiking 

in blackness to inaccessible reaches by headlamp. It was a gift to find 

that spot where it all flowed together: the near-dawn silence, the lap 

of water, the first red rays of light, the accompanying chirp of birds 

awakening.

“I’m not in it to ruin anyone else’s life. I just love what I do.” 

Kurt popped some trail mix in his mouth. “I wonder if we’re taking 

better care of the fish but screwing up a lot of other things in the pro-

cess.”

“Amen to that. As far as fishing goes, I can stick a worm on a 

hook and fling it out, hoping something bites,” Dodge said.

“We don’t use worms. We use flies.”

“You mean those things that look like the ass-end of a rooster?” 

Dodge took his feet off the saddle and pulled it towards him, leather 

creaking.

“Some of the flies have feathers.”

Dodge shoved his hat back on his head. “And they catch fish 

better than worms?”

“They work pretty well, but it’s a bit more difficult because we 

don’t have barbs on the hooks.”

“Why the hell not?”

“The barbs make it hard to get the fish off the hook.” Kurt 

caught the saddle’s earthy smell of leather and horsehide. He wondered 

about the hook Laura set. It sure felt like it had barbs. 

“Who cares? You clobber it over the head and it’s half-way to 

the frying pan.”

“Well, we don’t eat ‘em.”

“What?”

“We let them go. It’s called catch and release.”
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“Now I’ve heard everything. Closest thing I ever got to that was 

getting those calves down on the ground and stickin’ them with a hot 

brand. Off they go bawling. No harm comes to them. Except for the 

castration.” Dodge let out a gravelly laugh.

Kurt’s hand subconsciously moved to his groin. He wasn’t get-

ting his balls nipped but saw his nuts in a vise over what his friend, 

Derek, called this Laura thing. “Sure she’s hot. Yes, she super smart. 

But how’s this going to work out,” Derek asked, “with you trying 

to catch every fish in Montana and her staring into a microscope in 

Minnesota?” Back and forth they went, empty beer bottles lining up 

on the kitchen table, hashing out romance in general, and Laura, in 

particular. “Face it, you’re two cards from different decks.” Kurt went 

to bed convinced it was over. Two days later he was standing in front 

of the Dillon Greyhound bus stop.

“Ya know,” Dodge said, “I get a lot of thinking done on the bus. 

Kinda get lost in the motor’s drone when you’re not doing the driving.”

“What do you think about?”

“All sorts of things. Growing up. Stuff I’d take back. Things I 

wished I’d done when I was younger.” Dodge’s two fingers pinched 

his upper lip and he held it while his stare drifted toward the wall. He 

sighed. “When you get to my age, it’s harder to change. If I’ve learned 

anything, and some would say it hasn’t been much”—he tapped Kurt 

with an elbow—“once you make a decision, go with it.”

They sat in silence for a minute and Kurt squinted at his watch: 

12:15 a.m. “I’m gonna try to get some sleep.” He opened his pack and 

fluffed up a sleeping bag and laid it across a row of chairs. 

“Sleep sounds good,” said Dodge. He yanked a worn Pendleton 

blanket from a saddle bag, set the bag under his head for a pillow, and 

draped the blanket over him on the adjoining row of seats. “Ya know, 
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there are a lot of things you can change but snowstorms aren’t one of 

them. They’re beautiful in their own right, so you best ride ‘em out and 

pick up from there.”

“That’s solid advice,” Kurt said.

“Good night, Mr. Fisherman.”

“Hope so,” said Kurt. Closing his eyes, a vision of a river ap-

peared, pouring across a rock-cobbled bottom. Ahead, the river 

forked, one side edging a high bank, the other trembled over small 

boulders scattered willy-nilly in the current. The river disappeared into 

the mist of sleep.

A rustling sound awakened Kurt. 

Dodge was packing his blanket. “Snow’s stopped. It’s light out 

and they plowed.”

Kurt looked at his watch: 8:15 a.m. “Already?” Rubbing his 

eyes, he felt a violent need to pee after a restless sleep. He had reawak-

ened at 2:00 a.m. and twisted and squirmed in his bag until after 4:00 

a.m. before finally drifting off. “Watch my stuff, okay?”

“Sure.”

Kurt headed to the bathroom. The door sign had fallen off and 

somebody had taken a black marker and written “Men” on it. His piss 

sprinkled off the deodorizing cake. Kurt washed his hands and dried 

them with paper towels, staring at the nearby condom machine. Col-

ored, flavored, extra large. He wasn’t going to need them.

Dodge sat next to his saddle, his hand on the horn in a gentle 

caress. “They’re boarding in ten minutes. I guess the roads are open. 

Some kind of miracle, if you ask me.”

“I gotta do something.” Kurt headed to the ticket window and 

spoke with the gray-haired lady behind the tiny frame of window.
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The driver stowed the luggage in the cargo bay of the bus, but Kurt 

held back against the wall with his gear. A line of passengers formed 

by the closed bus door. 

Dodge turned around and saw Kurt leaning against the gray 

cinder blocks. He stepped out of line. “Coming?”

“Nope.” said Kurt.

“What about your girlfriend?”

“I guess we’re gonna have a long, unpleasant conversation.” Kurt 

didn’t relish dialing Laura and breaking the news. There didn’t seem like 

there was any way it was going to work in Minneapolis or any other city 

Laura did her lab work. It was all a box canyon for Kurt. He couldn’t 

keep this internal tug of war going; it was easier to let go of the rope.

“Had a few of those myself,” Dodge said. “None of them were 

fun. One tried to knife me.”

The rumbling of the bus started, a cloud of exhaust billowing 

into the garage. Kurt couldn’t alter what was happening in the snow-

fed valleys of Montana where multi-hued trout were more valuable 

than the marbled meat of a grass-fed cow. But he was changing horses 

in midstream, something no sane cowboy would do.

“I guess this is adios.” Dodge shook hands with Kurt. “Next 

stop, 150 miles east to the hoppin’ town of Miles City.”

“Thanks for the jerky. Maybe I’ll whip up a batch.” He hoped 

Dodge hooked up with a ranch needing a savvy horseman. “Good luck 

with the highway patrol.” 

Dodge stepped up on the bus, tipped his hat and disappeared 

into the darkened interior.

The garage door rattled open and a burst of bright snow-reflect-

ed light forced Kurt to squint. The printing on his ticket looked larger 

than normal: Dillon. Heading west. Heading home.
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James’s short stories) along with a small handful of articles, essays, 

and letters to the editor and one previous poem in St. Ann’s Review. 

Currently she works in the writing center at Delgado Community 

College in New Orleans.

Jeffrey Alfier’s most recent book, The Shadow Field, was published by 

Louisiana Literature Journal & Press (2020). His lit journal credits in-

clude The Carolina Quarterly, Copper Nickel, Hotel Amerika, James 

Dickey Review, New York Quarterly, Southern Poetry Review, and 

Vassar Review.

Nathan Bas is a CCC and PSU graduate with publications in Polaris 

and the Clackamas Literary Review. He still resides in Oregon City, 

Oregon, working as a pet-sitter and plays with poems.

Patrick Browne is an emerging author, currently working on his first 

novel. His literary passions tend toward magical realism and specula-

tive fiction, and he is particularly interested in imaginative exploration 

of the natural world. He is also a higher education administrator at 

him alma mater, New York University, where he works on global stra-

tegic partnerships. Raised in New Jersey, he currently lives in Staten 

Island, New York, with his husband, musician Garuda Grey.
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Aleksandra Byrska edited the cultural magazine Fragile and is the au-

thor of the play Śnieg [Snow] published in the anthology Nasz głos 

[Our Voice] by the Helena Modrzejewska National Stary Theater in 

Kraków. Recent poems of hers have appeared in Tlen Literacki, Biuro 

Literackie, Mały Format, Wakat, and, in English translation, La Pic-

cioletta Barca, Periodicities, and Salt Hill. She is a librarian, Polish 

language teacher, and speech therapist.

At 82, it is the peace in Andrea Campbell’s heart to translate the activi-

ties of the world into some kind of beauty. Her teacher, Thich Nhat 

Hanh, tells Andrea that her true home is in the here and now and that 

is where she will rest. She currently lives in SE Portland, Oregon.

William Cass has had over 250 short stories accepted for publication in 

a variety of literary magazines such as december, Briar Cliff Review, 

and Zone 3. He was a finalist in short fiction and novella competitions 

at Glimmer Train and Black Hill Press, and won writing contests at 

Terrain.org and The Examined Life Journal. He has received one Best 

Small Fictions nomination, three Pushcart nominations, and his short 

story collection, Something Like Hope & Other Stories, was recently 

released by Wising Up Press. He lives in San Diego, California.

Emma Charlton spends most of her time crocheting for her small busi-

ness, Alaska Crochet. Last spring, she graduated with her English de-

gree from The University of Alaska Fairbanks, where she worked as 

Editor in Chief on their literary journal. Her nonfiction and poetry 

have been published in Ice Box, The Albion Review, Prairie Margins, 

and North Dakota Quarterly.
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Marisa P. Clark is a queer writer whose prose and poetry appear or are 

forthcoming in Shenandoah, Cream City Review, Nimrod, Epiphany, 

Foglifter, Rust + Moth, Texas Review, Folio, and elsewhere. The Best 

American Essays 2011 recognized her creative nonfiction among its 

Notable Essays. A fiction reader for New England Review, she hails 

from the South and lives in the Southwest with three parrots, two 

dogs, and whatever wildlife and strays stop to visit.

Grace Cram is a freelance writer and poet. Born and raised in Min-

nesota, she holds much love for the Midwest but loves her new resi-

dence in South Florida just a little more. She has two poems published 

in both the Living Waters Review and The Sailfish Review, a poem 

forthcoming in Saw Palm: Florida Literature & Art, and four poems 

forthcoming in Euphemism. She is generally inspired by walks along 

the intercoastal and drives up the coast. Propelled by a love of words—

and iced coffee—she spends her days reading and writing in between 

trips to the beach and shifts at her local smoothie shop.

Allison A. deFreese’s translations of Karla Marrufo’s work have pre-

viously appeared in Apofenie, Los Angeles Review, New England 

Review, SAND Journal Berlin, and Your Impossible Voice. Her trans-

lation of the book in which this excerpt appears is forthcoming from 

Dalkey Archive Press in 2023. She teaches at Clackamas Community 

College in Oregon City, Oregon.

Justin Duyao is a critic, writer and editor pursing an MA in Critical 

Studies from the Pacific Northwest College of Art. He holds degrees 

in English Literature, French, and Religious Thought from Hard-

ing University and has published in Oregon ArtsWatch, Variable 
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West, Weathered, and Dismantle Magazine. He lives in Portland, 

Oregon.

Sarah Kain Gutowski is the author of Fabulous Beast: Poems (Texas 

Review Press), winner of the 14th annual National Indies Excellence 

Award for Poetry. Her poems have appeared in various print and on-

line journals, including the Gettysburg Review, Threepenny Review, 

Painted Bride Quarterly, and The Southern Review. Her criticism has 

been published most recently in Colorado Review (online), The New 

York Journal of Books, and Calyx: A Journal of Art and Literature 

by Women.

Suzy Harris is a retired attorney who has rediscovered her love of 

poetry. Her work has recently been published in Cirque, Switchgrass 

Review, Timberline Review, and Williwaw Journal. She lives in Port-

land, Oregon.

Phil Harvey has been published in numerous magazines, including An-

tietam Review, The Erotic Review, The MacGuffin, and over twenty 

others. His writing has received several honors, including a Pushcart 

nomination. Harvey is the founder and chairman of DKT Internation-

al, a nonprofit family planning and AIDS prevention organization, 

and president of the company Adam & Eve.

Madronna Holden is using the time afforded her by recent retirement 

from teaching to focus on her award-winning poetry. Besides the ap-

pearance of her work in two previous issues of Clackamas Literary Re-

view, over fifty of her poems have appeared in The Christian Science 

Monitor, The Cold Mountain Review, The Bitter Oleander, Puerto del 
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Sol, Leaping Clear, and many others. One of her poems was recently 

featured as poem of the day on Verse Daily, and a documentary on the 

production of her full length poetry drama, The Descent of Inanna, 

was aired on Oregon Public Broadcasting. Her chapbook, Goddess 

of Glass Mountains, was published from Finishing Line Press (2021).

Anne Holub’s poetry has been featured on Chicago Public Radio and 

in The Doubleback Review, The Mississippi Review, The Asheville 

Poetry Review, Phoebe, and The Beacon Street Review, among other 

publications, and in the anthology Bright Bones: Contemporary Mon-

tana Writing, (Open Country Press, 2018). Her first chapbook, 27 

Threats to Everyday Life, is forthcoming from Finishing Line Press. 

She received a MFA from the University of Montana and a MA from 

Hollins University. Originally from Charlottesville, Virginia, she now 

lives and writes in Montana with her husband Dan, their two dogs 

Merle and Rosie, and a sourdough starter named Rhonda.

Bronwyn Hughes is a certified public accountant currently working on 

her MFA in creative writing from Randolph College. She enjoys bee-

keeping, filmmaking, and boating on the many creeks and rivers feed-

ing the Chesapeake Bay. Bronwyn lives in Tidewater, Virginia, with 

her partner and a Maine coon cat. Her work has appeared in Atherton 

Review and Evening Street Review.

Poet and songwriter Paul Ilechko lives with his partner in Lambertville, 

New Jersey. He is the author of several chapbooks. His work has ap-

peared in a variety of journals, including The Night Heron Barks, Feral 

Journal, Iron Horse Literary Review, Gargoyle Magazine, and Book 

of Matches. His first album, Meeting Points, was released in 2021.
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Harvey James is a freelance writer based in South East London, UK. 

His features have appeared in VICE, Wired, British GQ, HIGHS-

NOBIETY covering fashion, technology, and culture. Meanwhile, his 

short stories have been featured in Adelaide Magazine and The Daily 

Drunk Magazine covering tackle tech, culture, and life with a pinch 

of humour.

Morgan Jeitler is a senior at the University of Texas at Austin studying 

English and Plan II Honors. She has previously been published in Hot-

house Literary Journal and won an honorable mention in the writing 

flag award at her university.

Jeffrey N. Johnson’s story collection, Other Fine Gifts, won an Ippy 

Award silver medal for Best Regional Fiction: Mid-Atlantic, and his 

novel, The Hunger Artist, was a finalist for the Library of Virginia’s 

People’s Choice Award. The Sewanee Review awarded him the An-

drew Lytle Fiction Prize for best short story of 2011. His fiction and 

poetry have appeared in Birmingham Poetry Review, The Carolina 

Quarterly, Clackamas Literary Review, Evansville Review, Gar-

goyle, Lake Effect, Real: Regarding Arts and Letters, Red Rock Re-

view, Roanoke Review, South Carolina Review, Santa Clara Review, 

and War, Literature and the Arts. His play, Affair at the Hotel Opal, 

had a full production at the Potomac Players 4th Annual One-Act Fes-

tival in Hagerstown, Maryland. He is a fellow of the Virginia Center 

for the Creative Arts and a recipient of a Creative Fellow grant from 

the Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation.

Joe Johnson writes fiction and poetry. His work has appeared in Flash, 

Heron Tree, Rust + Moth, Aethlon, and The Santa Clara Review, 
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among others. He has won the Editor’s Choice Award for Carve Mag-

azine, was a finalist for Fiction Southeast’s Ernest Hemingway Flash 

Fiction Prize and for the Ruby Irene Poetry Chapbook Contest, and 

was a semi-finalist for the St. Lawrence Book Award. He is a graduate 

of the Rainier Writing Workshop at Pacific Lutheran University.

Katie Lynn Johnston is a creative writing graduate of Columbia Col-

lege Chicago. They have been an editor for the Columbia Poetry Re-

view, Mulberry Literary, and a production editor for Hair Trigger 

Magazine. Their work has appeared in Allium, Hoxie Gorge Review, 

Lavender Review, among others, and their essay, “The Barriers Faced 

by Female Writers,” was published on the Fountainhead Press website 

and won the Excellence Award at the Student Writers’ Showcase.

Mercedes Lawry is the author of three chapbooks, the latest, In the 

Early Garden with Reason, was selected by Molly Peacock for the 

2018 WaterSedge Chapbook Contest. Her poetry has appeared in such 

journals as Poetry, Nimrod, and Prairie Schooner and has been nomi-

nated seven times for a Pushcart Prize.

Sue Fagalde Lick, who lives in Newport, Oregon, has published two 

chapbooks, Gravel Road Ahead and The Widow at the Piano: Po-

ems by a Distracted Catholic. Her poems have appeared in Rattle, 

The MacGuffin, Willawaw, Cloudbank, New Letters, The American 

Journal of Poetry, and other publications. She returned to poetry after 

many years working as a journalist in the Bay Area, earning her MFA 

in creative writing at Antioch University Los Angeles at age 51. When 

not writing, she leads an alternate life as a music minister.
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Mishele Maron is a writer living in Seattle, Washington. She is a gradu-

ate of Cooking School of the Rockies culinary program, and obtained 

her MFA from Rainier Writer’s Workshop. Her work has recently ap-

peared in the online zine Detour Ahead, and the Awakenings Review. 

She is currently finishing a memoir entitled, If You Can Cook, You 

Can Stay, about her decade long career in the food industry.

Karla Marrufo (Mérida, México) holds a Doctorate in Hispanic-Amer-

ican Literature from la Universidad Veracruzana. Her work in Span-

ish has been recognized through several prestigious literary awards, 

among them: Mexico’s National Dolores Castro Prize for Women, the 

National Wilberto Cantón Award in Playwriting, the XVI José Díaz 

Bolio Poetry Prize, a postdoctoral fellowship from the UNAM, and 

a fellowship from the Program for the Expansion and Development 

of Creativity and the Arts in the Yucatán. She is the author of seven 

books, including plays, works of poetry, fiction, nonfiction, and liter-

ary criticism.

Steven Mayer is an old man and young writer who lives on Oregon’s 

North Coast. He wanders beaches in warm months, watches winter 

storms during cold months, and hangs out in coffee shops with friends. 

His passion is storytelling, memoir, and prose. He authored Finding 

Heart (2012) and Finding More Heart (2018). His poetry and prose 

appear in various journals.

Cassidy McCants received her B.A. in creative writing from University 

of Arkansas and her M.F.A. in fiction writing at Vermont College of 

Fine Arts. She edits for Nimrod Journal and Through the Fire and is 

creator/editor of Apple in the Dark. Her prose has appeared in or is 
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forthcoming from The Lascaux Review, Liars’ League NYC, Gravel, 

The Idle Class, filling Station, Witch Craft Magazine, Grist, and other 

publications. She won the 2020 Innovative Short Fiction Contest from 

The Conium Review, and her stories have received honorable men-

tions from Glimmer Train Press. She is a 2020 Artist INC fellow.

Kayla Meyers is a 33 year old artist and writer living in West Linn, 

Oregon, with her family and animals. She first began painting in Au-

gust of 2019.

A retired high school English teacher, Cecil Morris divides his time 

between Oregon and California. He has poems appearing in 2River 

View, Cobalt Review, Ekphrastic Review, Evening Street Review, 

Hole in the Head Review, Midwest Quarterly, and Talking River Re-

view. He enjoys ice cream too much and cruciferous vegetables too 

little for his own good.

Greg Nicholl’s poetry has most recently appeared or is forthcoming 

in Harpur Palate, Hawai’i Pacific Review, North American Review, 

Sugar House Review, West Branch, and elsewhere. He is a four-time 

Pushcart Prize nominee and a freelance editor currently living in Bos-

ton.

Shilo Niziolek’s nonfiction manuscript, Fever, was first runner-up in Red 

Hen Press’s Quill Prose Prize and a finalist in Zone 3 Press’s 2021 CNF 

Award. Her writing has appeared in [PANK], Juked, Entropy, HerStry, 

Oregon Humanities, among others, and is forthcoming in Pork Belly 

Press’s zine: Love Me, Love My Belly. Shilo holds an MFA from New 

England College and is a writing instructor at Clackamas Community 
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College in Oregon City, Oregon. She is currently seeking homes for her 

nonfiction manuscript, Fever, and her poetry collection, Atrophy. 

Robert K. Omura calls Calgary, Alberta, Canada, home where he lives 

with his common law wife and three too many cats. He has resigned 

himself to finding cat fur in everything he eats. His fiction and poetry 

appears or is forthcoming in journals in the U.S., Canada, and abroad 

including the New York Quarterly, 34thParallel, barnstorm, Copper-

field Review, Brink, and Blue Skies Poetry. He has been nominated 

for the Pushcarts.

Konstantinos Patrinos is an aspiring writer based in Berlin, Germany. 

His work has appeared or is forthcoming in Rust + Moth, Pinyon, Cal-

ifornia Quarterly, Toyon, Paris Lit Up, Door Is A Jar, Open Minds 

Quarterly, and others. When he’s not writing poetry, he enjoys get-

ting punched in the face during kickboxing classes. He’s a high school 

teacher for political science and philosophy.

Vivienne Popperl lives in Portland, Oregon. Her poems have appeared 

in Clackamas Literary Review, Timberline Review, Cirque, Rain 

Magazine, About Place Journal, and other publications. She was po-

etry co-editor for the Fall 2017 edition of VoiceCatcher. She received 

both second place and anhonorable mention in the 2021 Kay Snow 

awards poetry category by WillametteWriters. Her first book, A Nest 

in the Heart, is forthcoming by The Poetry Box. 

Originally from the suburbs of New Jersey, Ken Post worked for the 

Forest Service in Alaska for 40 years, including many seasons on a 

million-acre island with more brown bears than there are people. He 
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writes short stories during the long, dark winters. Ken’s fiction has 

previously appeared in Cirque, Red Fez, Underwood Press, Poor Yor-

ick, and is forthcoming in Kansas City Voices and Woven Tale Press. 

His story, “Enola Gay,” published in Red Fez, was nominated for a 

Pushcart Prize in 2020. 

Jeanne Rana has been published in Apricity Magazine, Fresh Rain, 

Blood Tree Literature, Marin Poetry Center Anthology, Feather River 

Bulletin, Earth’s Daughters, Edison Literary Review, Flights, Paterson 

Literary Review, and Ponder Review. She received a Poets & Writers 

grant for her performance and workshop in 2019 for the Plumas Arts 

Council in Quincy, California. She worked as a high school English 

and American history teacher for twenty-five years before becoming 

an acquisitions editor for Hunter House Publishers. Jeanne sings Sufi 

devotionals and runs a Sufi center with her husband.

Laura Remington lives and writes in Northern California, but at heart 

she’s a Yooper, born and raised in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. 

Jabberwock Review turned her into a published writer, and her fic-

tion has since appeared in several publications, including Barstow & 

Grand, Third Wednesday, and Dash.

Kan Ren Jie is a Singaporean writer, currently based in Shanghai. His 

poems have been previously featured or are forthcoming in the Bel-

levue Literary Review, Yalobusha Review, Contrary Magazine, and 

Spittoon Monthly. 

Kristel Rietesel-Low received her MFA in Poetry from the University 

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her work has appeared or is forth-
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coming in The Briar Cliff Review, The National Poetry Review, South 

Dakota Review, Cimarron Review, Shenandoah, and elsewhere. She 

lives in the San Francisco Bay Area. 

Maureen Sherbondy’s work has appeared in The Stone Canoe, Wig-

leaf, Upstreet, Calyx, and other journals. Lucky Brilliant, her young 

adult novel, was published in 2020. Lines in Opposition will be pub-

lished in April by Unsolicited Press. Maureen lives in Durham, North 

Carolina.

Connie Soper is a hard-core Oregonian who writes poems in her 

head while she’s hiking or beachcombing. She has recently come back 

to poetry after a long hiatus and is trying to make up for lost time. 

She divides her time between Portland and Manzanita, Oregon, and 

is continually inspired by the time she spends at the Oregon Coast. 

Connie Soper’s poems have recently appeared in North Coast Squid, 

Catamaran, The Ekphrastic Review, Windfall, and Rain Magazine. 

Publication of her first full-length book of poetry is forthcoming in 

2022 from Airlie Press. 

Richard Stimac published poetry in Burningword, Faultline, Havik 

(2021 Best in Show for Poetry), Michigan Quarterly Review, Penum-

bra, Salmon Creek Journal, Wraparound South, and others, and an 

article on Willa Cather in The Midwest Quarterly.

Saramanda Swigart has a BA in postcolonial literature and an MFA 

in writing and literary translation from Columbia University. Her 

short work, essays, and poetry have appeared in Oxford Magazine, 

Superstition Review, The Alembic, Fogged Clarity, Ghost Town, The 
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Saranac Review, and Euphony to name a few. She has been teach-

ing literature, creative writing, and argumentative writing and critical 

thinking at City College of San Francisco since 2014.

Mark Tardi is a writer, translator, and lecturer on faculty at the Uni-

versity of Łódź. He is a recipient of a 2022 NEA Fellowship in Trans-

lation and the author of three books, most recently, The Circus of 

Trust (Dalkey Archive, 2017). Recent work and translations have ap-

peared in Lunch Ticket, The Scores, Denver Quarterly, The Millions, 

Circumference, La Piccioletta Barca, Jet Fuel Review, Berlin Quar-

terly, and in Italian translation, Rossocorpolingua. His translations 

of The Squatters’ Gift by Robert Rybicki (Dalkey Archive) and Faith 

in Strangers by Katarzyna Szaulińska (Toad Press/Veliz Books) were 

published in 2021.

Miles Waggener is the author of four volumes of poetry: Phoenix 

Suites, Sky Harbor, Desert Center, and most recently Superstition 

Freeway, published by The Word Works of Washington, DC. He has 

been the recipient of The Washington Prize as well as individual grants 

from the Arizona Commission on the Arts and the Nebraska Arts 

Council. He heads the writing program at the University of Nebraska 

at Omaha, where he has been a faculty member since 2006.

Cheryl Waitkevich is a recently retired person, lives in Olympia, Wash-

ington, and right now is watching the wind come in from the south as its 

haggles with the curly willow in her front yard. She/they has been pub-

lished in Cirque, Spindrift and The Galway Review and hopes to con-

tinue writing fiction and poetry for as long as stories show themselves.
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Alden Wallace has been published in literary magazines around the 

world. He is the author of a chapbook of poetry entitled Endless 

Nights.

Michael Washburn is a Brooklyn-based writer and journalist and the 

author of four short story collections. His story “Confessions of a 

Spook” won Causeway Lit’s 2018 fiction contest, and another of his 

stories, “In the Flyover State,” was named a Distinguished Mystery 

Story of 2014 by The Best American Mystery Stories.

John Sibley Williams is the author of nine poetry collections, includ-

ing Scale Model of a Country at Dawn (Cider Press Review Poetry 

Award), The Drowning House (Elixir Press Poetry Award), As One 

Fire Consumes Another (Orison Poetry Prize), Skin Memory (Back-

waters Prize, University of Nebraska Press), and Summon (JuxtaProse 

Chapbook Prize). His book Sky Burial: New & Selected Poems is 

forthcoming in translated form by the Portuguese press do lado es-

querdo. A twenty-seven-time Pushcart nominee, John is the winner 

of numerous awards, including the Wabash Prize for Poetry, Philip 

Booth Award, Phyllis Smart-Young Prize, and Laux/Millar Prize. He 

serves as editor of The Inflectionist Review and founder of the Cae-

sura Poetry Workshop series. Previous publishing credits include Best 

American Poetry, Yale Review, Verse Daily, North American Review, 

Prairie Schooner, and TriQuarterly.

Elizabeth Wood is a writer, educator, and visual artist. She lives and 

works in Montreal, Canada.
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